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News
Business agreements:
India set to resume talks on free trade agreements with EU, US   + Info
Karnataka to sign MoUs with global innovation alliance countries   + Info
India, Japan, Australia are planning to widen the ambit of proposed supply-chain pact to
counter China  + Info
India, France launch bilateral fast track mechanism in investments   +Info  

Energy / Renewable Energy / Oil & Gas:
Oil regulator PNGRB simplifies gas pipeline tariff   + Info 
India to see $66 billion investment in gas infrastructure  +Info  

E-commerce:
Ecommerce fires Bengaluru airport to hit 26-month high cargo shipment  + Info
Govt moves to set up open e-commerce platform   + Info
Disney joins e-commerce market in India   + Info  

Food & Beverage / Food Processing:
Food park inaugurated in Punjab to benefit 25000 farmers and create 5000 jobs + Info  
Center okays Rs 107.42cr grant for 28 food processing projects + Info 

Industry:
India's wearables market soars by 165% in the third quarter: IDC  + Info 
FMCG industry sees signs of recovery in September quarter: Nielsen   + Info 
India's IT, business services market to hit $ 13 billion by December: IDC  + Info
Govt gifts Rs 1.45 -trillion incentive for 10 manufacturing sectors  + Info 

Infrastructure:
L&T to construct India's longest river bridge   + Info 

Telecommunication:
ITU completes evaluation of 3 new 5G-related technologies, including submission  + Info 
Cabinet approves ₹ 2,480 crore FDI in ATC Telecom+ Info

  

Economy
FDI:
Apr-Sep FDI inflow climbs 15% to Rs 2.2 trillion; Mauritius was top source  + Info 
US second biggest FDI source for India during Apr-Sep 2020  + Info 

GDP:
S&P retains India's growth forecast at (-) 9 percent this fiscal  + Info 
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"The founder of Sikhism"

Guru Nanak (1469-1539) was one of the greatest
religious innovators of all time and the founder of
the Sikh religion.

Guru Nanak's birthday is celebrated by Sikhs on
April 14th by the  Nanakshahi calendar. (The date
according to the lunar calendar changes annually
but is usually in November.)

Nanak's religious ideas draw on both  Hindu and 
Islamic thought but are far more than just a
synthesis. Nanak was an original spiritual thinker
and expressed his thoughts in extraordinary poetry
that forms the basis of Sikh scripture.

Little is known about the life of Nanak, but Sikh
tradition has a much-loved set of stories or janam
sakhis  which relate various incidents from his life,
and include many of his important teachings.

Nanak was born about 40 miles from Lahore (now
in Pakistan) in 1469. Sikh traditions teach that his
birth and early years were marked with many
events that demonstrated that  God had marked
him out for something special and was keeping an
eye on him.

His family was Hindus, but Nanak soon showed an
advanced interest in religion and studied Islam
and Hinduism extensively. As a child, he
demonstrated great ability as a poet and
philosopher.
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Import-export:
Govt looks to revamp key exports incentive scheme for services sector  + Info
India’s 2020-21 edible oil imports pegged at 12.5-13.5 mn tonne: SEA  + Info 
India net exporter of agri-machinery equipment to some advanced countries   + Info
Plans afoot to cut imports by a fourth + Info  

Inflation:
October retail inflation for industrial workers increases to 5.91%   + Info
WPI inflation rises to 8-month high of 1.48% on pharma, metal prices   + Info  
Why inflation stands in the way of India's growth recovery   + Info 

TAX:
India's losing Rs 75,000 crore in taxes every year due to tax abuse by MNCs, individual
evasion   + Info  
Tax sops announced to help developers, woo homebuyers   + Info   
 

Norms & Regulations
Pre-pack scheme: Insolvency resolution time may be cut to just 3-4 months   + Info
India bans AliExpress, 42 other Chinese apps over security concerns   + Info
New national retail policy: License rationalization among five focus areas  + Info 
RBI asks banks not to approve proposals of foreign law firms to open branch office in India   +
Info  
Govt to notify rules on ownership proportion for ship registration under new law + Info  
 

 

 

One famous story about Guru Nanak tells of his
rebellion at the age of eleven. At this age, Hindu
boys of his caste would start to wear the sacred
thread to distinguish them. Nanak refused, saying
that people should be distinguished by the things
that they did, and their individual qualities, rather
than by a thread.

Nanak continued to demonstrate a radical spiritual
streak - arguing with local holy men and sages,
both Hindu and Muslim, that external things like
pilgrimages, penances, and poverty were of far
less spiritual importance than internal changes to
the individual's soul.

In 1496, although married and having a family,
Nanak set out on a set of spiritual journeys
through India, Tibet, and Arabia that lasted nearly
30 years. He studied and debated with the learned
men he met along the way and as his ideas took
shape he began to teach a new route to spiritual
fulfillment and the good life.

The last part of his life was spent at Kartarpur in
the Punjab, where he was joined by many
disciples attracted by his teachings.

"He who has no faith in
himself can never have faith
in God."
-  Guru Nanak (Founder of
Shikism).
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